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PREFACE
The work described in this report was performed by the Guidance and
Control Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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ABSTRACT
Two thermionic energy converters fueled with uranium nitride were
fabricated and subjected to comprehensive tests to evaluate their performance
as nuclear thermionic converters. Both converters had plane - parallel elec-
trode geometry to increase the accuracy in making measurements of converter
parameters and to simplify the laboratory testing which utilized an electron
gun for the emitter heating. Of the two converters, one had a rhenium emitter
and the other a tungsten emitter; the collector was niobium in both converters.
The evaluation of fuel-emitter compatibility, which was the major objec-
tive of the laboratory tests, was performed by measuring and correlating
converter characteristics and electrode work functions.
The first phase of the evaluation, involving parametric testing, was com-
pleted. The initial performance of these converters was fully characterized
so that any change that might occur during the second phase of the test, the
life test, due to fuel-emitter interactions could be .eadily identified.
1
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I. INTRODUCTION
a
Nuclear thermionic reactor power systems
are potential candidates for supplying large
amount of electric power for electric propulsion
missions to the outer planets. Such reactors
probably would be fueled with uranium oxide,
uranium carbide, or uranium nitride (UN). Up to
the present time there have been no investigations
performed to determine the compatibility of UN,
which is a high-performance nuclear fuel, with
thermionic converters. At the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, a study was initiated unde - the
Thermionic Reactor Systems Project to determine
the effect of UN fuel on thermionic converter per-
formance. The first phase of the evaluation
involves the parametric teats and characterization
of two UN-fueled converters, one having a rhenium
emitter, the other a tungsten emitter. The second
phase involves life tests to determine the long-term
performance stability of the UN-fueled emitters.
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The results of the parametric tests are described
and presented in this report.
The maximum power density at 0.6 V, and e t
an emitter temperature of 2000 . K, is 9. 3 W/cm
for thgL UN-fueled rhenium converter and 3.8
W/cm4 for the UN-fueled tungsten converter. The
uncesiated work functions were 4.9 eV for the
rhenium and 4.6 eV for the tungsten. The niobium
collector work functions were 1. 5 eV at a tempera-
ture ratio (collector temperature/cerium tempera-
ture) of 1.4 for both converters. The differences
in converter power output are related with the
difference in the measured work functions. There-
fore, the in-situ work-function measurements of
converters are quite valuable for evaluating the
performance and correlating it with electrode
changes resulting from nuclear fuel interactions
during the life of the converter.
i
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iII. 'I EST APPARATUS
t
The eee>etvoricr w as pl aco(l i,t a glaKs bell- jar.
echowtt in Fig. 1, which e.as pumps-4 e,y a 400
User Vac-Ion pump. The bacl.grounci presatere
in the , Bell-jar wax kept in a 10-5-N/mZrangewith
the converter at teewpe^rature. `lhe pump system
was equipped with a IS. 24  cn, high- vacuum gate
valve and a titanium getter putttp to minimize the
time required for evacuating the 64-11 -jar.
The emitter of the converter ^.+ax electrically
heated by an electron gun having a ce,unter- wound
tungsten filament which u as placed approximately
0. 3 cot away from the emitter. This filament was
surrounded with two layers of tantaluto sheet to
reduce the glare entering into the optical pyrom-
rter which was tised for itre • acettring the e•tteittter
temperatures.
The acc'e±le-ratiug voltapee of the y e-lectron gun
was adjusted brtwern 1 and ) kV, depending on
the emitter temperature, while the beam current
was electronically maintaiw-d constant at any
desired value ^i ­ that the emitter temperature slid
not vary more than WE from the preset value.
The emitter tomperahtre was treasured at the
blackbody hot.- by a Micro-Optical pyrometer; it
was corrected for the bell-jar transmission and
the pyrometer error Iiy calibrating the measuring
system againA an M ;S lamp.
The temperatures of the- collector and the
cesium reservoir were measured with chrontel-
alumel thermocouples which were connecter{ to
electronic reference junctions supplying O'C
reference voltages. The collector temperature
was measured at 0. 36 cm from the surface of the-
colleector, and the=refore the error in measured
collector temperature was approximately 36'K
when the Meat flux was 100 watts. The cesium
reservoir temperature was measured with a
negligible terror at a liquid-vapor interface. Both
the collector and the reservo i r temperatures were
maintained within *1. ii of the preset values by
means of two proportional temperature controllers
shown in the console+ (Fig. 1). On this console,
there are (from the top); (1) two digital monitors,
(2) ta-o temperature programmers. (3) two heater
►eupplies. (4) a 6.place digital voltmeter for tem.
persturee nteasttrements. (5) two proportional
controllerx, (6) a ZS-channel input scanner, and
(7) a multi -channel temperature monitor, The
console on the , right contains high-volt age- supplies
for the electron gust.
The y vo1 ► - ampere curves were obtained us ing
an X-Y recorder tttounted on a smaller console
(data console) which also contained an electronic
power supply for the converter under test. This
power supply (Ref. 1) is capable of operating in
either a steady-state or a pulsed mode, depending
upon else static or dynamic mode of data acquisi-
tion. In the steady-state mode, the output voltage
of the power supply is manually adjusted so that a
static volt-ampere curve can be acquired. Ir the
pulsed mode. the output voltage is modulated by a
train of square pulses ha- p ing a repetition rata
of 25 pulses per second. Each pulse has a fast
rise time compared with its duration of 300 ,,sec;
the pulse height varies monotonically between a
maximum and a minimum passing through zero
whence the output voltage corresponds to the static
operating point. When the pulse is on, the con-
verter current attains a quasi-static value toward
the end of each pulse, at which time the voltage
across and the current through the converter are
electronically sampled for 40 btsee c, stored, and
displayed as one data point on the X-Y recorder.
This process repeats at a rate of 25 points/
second. On the average, there are 250 of such
data points on one dynamic volt-ampere curve
when the converter voltage is swept in 10 seconds.
Since this dynamic data acquisition requires a
small duty cycle (0. 75%), a volt-ampere charac-
teristic is isothermally obtained at temperatures
of a converter which are preset at the static
operating point of the converter. Also, these
temperatures can cover a wide range because
the data acquisition does not influence the
temperatures as it would in an ordinally dynamic
method utilizing a 60-11z sweep. ThereforA, the
pulsed data acquisition is flexible, accurate, and
fast in obtaining desired volt - ampere curves.
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The tL on#truction of the converter, shown in
Fig. 2, is #initlar to that described by T. Speldel
(lief. 2); however, the JPJ . converter is fueled
with uranium nitride. The Ot-et rode. g t-omet ry is
plane-parallel, the emitter area is 1.82 en ► Z , and
the intervIvetrode # pact- is 0.025 cm. The emitter
tiiaterial is are - cast rhenium, and the c ollec tor
material is niobiuni. The nitride fuels are place-d
in 7 cylindrical holes in the body of the emitter
with the fuel volume fraction equallink 0.254.
The di#tanct• bOween the bcsttc>m of the- holes and
the emitter surfae v in 0. 06 15 ctit (Fig. S), anti
the opposite mitie of Ow t • tiiitter is .upped with a
rhenium disk 0.0035.css, thick. A blsc btsdy
hole, having; a diamt-ter•to-depth ratio of 7. 33
is drilled parallel to the i-mitter surface with its
axis at 0. $02, em from the surface. The collector
cabrinit-ter, which is me chanically fastened to
a water-cooled heat sink, and the collector itself
are machined from oriv piece of niobium.
i<
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IV. MEASUREMENTS ON RHENIUM CONVERTER
To evaluate the performance of this c onve•rter.
the parametric tests were made during the initial
test period. These tests consisted of the measure-
ment of static and dynamic volt-ampere curves.
The electrode work functions were also determined
from the dynamic volt-ampere curves that were
obtained with the pulsed data system described in
:section 11. The work functions will be used to
evaluate the fuel-electrode interactions that might
occur during the subsequent life test.
A. Emitter Work Function
To determine the nuclear fuel effects (if any)
on the thermionic emitter, the emitter work
function 4E was carefully determined from
temperature saturated currents of the converter
obtained from dynamic volt-ampere curves. The
emitter work functions were calculated from the
Richardson Fyuation Ly using the rtieasured satu-
ration current IS and the emitter temperature TE
as shown below:
I S /1.81 - 120 TEexp (•4 AT 	 (11
where 1.82 is the emitter area 4n cmZ and k Is the
Boltzmann constant (1. 38 X 10- 23 a /'K r 0.863
x 10-4 eV / •K). The emitter temperature TE was
determined from the true blackbody temperature
TB
 because there is no temperature correction
required during the work-function measurements
which are performed under small heat-flux con-
ditions. During theme measurements, the cesium
reservoir temperature TR was kept at those values
which allowed the converter to operate in an ion-
rich. unignited mode with a negligible amount of
electron scattering. Therefore, the y
 measured
saturated current Iq was temperature saturated on
that Eq. (1) is valid. Typical volt-ampere curves
showing temperature -saturated currents are shown
in Fig. 4. The saturation current was determined
from the intersection of two straight lines that
approximated the saturation and Boltzmann part of
the volt-ampere curve. Any one particular
volt-ampere curve was obtained with constant emit-
ter temperature (*5.0 • K) constant cesium temper-
ature (a0.5'K)and constant collector temperature
(*I.0°K). The work functions calculated from
Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the
temperature ratio TE/TR. It should be pointed out
that the cesium temperature TR vas corrected for
the cesium transpiration effect that exists at low
temperatures where the atomic mean free path is
considerably larger than the inteerelectrode gap.
Temperature corrections of approximately 101K
were required for TR in these cases. The results
given in Fig. 5 show that the cesiated work function
of this emitter agreed with that of a material
having an uncesiated work function 40 of 4.9 eV.
The value for this arc-cast rhenium emitter is in
good agreement with that for polycrystalline
rhenium.
A. Collector Work Function
The work function 4c of the niobium collector
was spot-checked by a Method using- volt-ampere
curves, such as shown in Fig. 6, in an electron-
retarding voltage region. These two volt-ampere
curves shown in a semi-log plot correspond to two
different collector temperatures. luring the mce-
surrme»nts, temperatures of the emitter and the
collector were limited to those which did not i ause
appreciable ion currents nor back emission cur-
rents. Also the reservoir temperatures were
kept at relatively small values so that the converter
current would show both a saturation and a
Boltzmann region, and the converter would operate
in Art unignited movie. Under these conditions, the
current I is related to the converter voltage by the
following equation:
I , IS
 exp 0E - 4C
 - eV) ATE	 (2)
for
eV t eVR = 4E .4 C 	 (3)
where V A is the voltage at which two straight lines,
approximating the saturation and the Boltzmann
current, intersect ( Fig. 6) and
I t IS for eV s eV R .	 (4)
Therefore. the collector work function 4r can be
determined from an equation
4C = 4E
 - OV P	 (5)
who re
I=IS
The work function 4E used in Eq. (5) was deter-
mined from the Richardson equation:
1S /1.82 = 120 TE exp (4, AT E1•	 (6)
The values of 4C were 1.53 at TC/TR of 1.44, and
1.54 at T C /T 1.42. These results are approx-
imately '.Z eO lower than work functions expected
for a cesiated niobium collector.
C. Static Volt-Ampere Curve
To evaluate the power-output performance of
the converter, three static volt-ampere curves
such as those shown in Fig. 7 were obtained at
true blackbody emitter temperatures T B , of 1800,
1900 and 2000 . 1{. The static datappoints were
taken at output voltages of 0. 4. 0. 6, 0. 8, and 1.OV.
The output current was maximized for each voltage
by adjusting TR
 and TC. The temperature ratio
TB /TR. required to maximize the output current
and, hence. the output power at that voltage.
increased almost linearly with the output voltage
as shown in Fig. 8: for example, Tg/TR = 3.24
and 3.42 at 0.4 and 1.0 volts output. respectively,
for a case with Tg = 2000 • K. In contrast,
TC /TR
 was practically independent cf thn conver-
ter output and the emitter temperature. The
results indicated that, at an increased output
voltage at which the output current was small the
optimum T$
 /Tgg as well as 4E were large.
whereas the optitnum T /TR remained fairly
constant at T C /TR w 1.4. at which the collector
work function 4C was siig` ily larger than its min-
imum value. It appeared tnut if the 'rC/TR were
4	 JPL Technical Memorandum 33.489
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such that ♦r was a ntinittium. the collector back
emission afIversely affects the power output. A
large amount of back emission results in a nega-
tive space - charge sheath at the collector, which
!it turn increases the 'ollector surface barrier.
Maximunt power densities are plotted in Fig-9
as a function of output voltage V. The results
show thathc• ti aximum power tic+ntelty was
H.8 W /em at V - 0.61 for Tlt - 2000* K. anti
that it was 6.7 W /c-ni 2 at V -► 0.47 for T1t
1800*K. These power densities are comparable
with those in tither rhenium converters having an
interele:c-trode gap of 0.254 nim (Re(. 3). The
output voltages at which the maximum power den-
sities occur for a given emitter temperature are
shown to lie on a stra i t►ht line passing through the
origin. The t urrent densities at maximum power
point remained unchanged at 14.5 A/em s for all
temperatures.
I), Cmitte r Surface Temperature
T ibtain further insight into converter per-
formance and to relate its performance with emit-
ter surface properties, the emitter temperature
Tp- was calculated from the blackbody temperature
TR by using the following equation:
T  - T13 - R T Q
	 (7)
where R T is the inverse of the thermal conductance
of the emitter and Q is the heat flux. Since there
were 7 holes in this button to hold the ITN-furl
pullets. the total thermal conductance was deter-
mined to be the sum of thermal conductances for
the fuc-1 and the metal portions ( rhenium) of the
emitter. Assuming that the fuel completely
filled vat- It hole, one obtains
I /R.1.	 1 /R if + 1 /R Re	(8)
where 1 /11 11 and 1 /R IZ are the thermal conduct-
ances of the hole and t%ee rhenium portion of the
emitter. By using; thermal conductivity values(Ref. 3) of 0.313 W/cm - *C for UN-fuel pellets
and, n . 80 W /crri - *C for rhenium metal, the
equivalent thermal resistance RT, between the
surface and the blackbody hole, was calculated to
be 0. 386 * C/W. Therefore, Eq. (7) can be
rewritten as follows,
T  = TR - 0.386 Q.	 (9)
Since the heat flux Q is the sum of thermal radia-
tion front
	
emitter to the collector, the cesium
gas conduction, the electron cooling, and other
stray heat flux (which was assumed to be 20 per-
cent of the sum). Q is therefore a function of the
surface temperature ani the converter current.
Furthermore, the cesium conduction, which is a
relatively small term, is practically constant in
the range of temperatures in which the converter
was operated. Therefore, a set of curves
( Fig. 10) that relate T B with T^^ are obtained s r
various converter currents.	 or exaniple, at
TR = 2000 *K. IQ 	26 . 5 A (14.5 A/cm ), and
V	 0.6 V. the surface temperature TK is
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1944*K: the total heat flux in ties* _ ase in 141 W.
which a onsists of 40. 9. 3.7. and 85.4 anti 24.0
watts of radiation, ct•Kium conduction, electrone
cooling. anti stray heat flux respectively. There-
(ore, a t this point, the converter effirietscy wait
1 l Pere ent. At other static operating pni-its.
shown in Fig. 7. the surface temperature watt
lower than the blackbody temperature by a maxi-
mum of 67*K anti a minimu—ii of 25*K. let
Sec #= on 5. the converter output is expressed as a
fun ► inn of the 4 onverter voltage for different
surface temperature s
 Tf that were obtained front
temperature calibration curves, as shown in
Fig. 10.
K. Aynantit Volt-Amps.-re Curve*
To evaluate further the characteristics of the
power - producing converter, dynamic• volt-ampere
curves were obtained under constant teMperature
conditions by using the method described in
Section 11. Results obtained with the blackbody
temperatures at 1800, 1400, and 2000 * K are shown
in Figs. 11. 12, and 13. A group of curves in
Pesch figure represent volt-ampere characteristics
where only the cesium reservoir temperature was
varied. For example, in Fig. 12, a volt-ampere
curve for a case with TB	1900*K and
TR t! 	was obtained by: (1) setting the
static operating point at 0.45 V, ( 2) letting the con-
vertcr stabilizes at pro selected temperatures.
(3) superimposing a train of voltage pulses on the
static voltage ( 0.45 V) to dynamically sweep the
converter voltage, and (4) recording the sampled
voltage across and the current through the conver-
ter by an X-Y recorder at the rate of 25 points per
second. During each sweep of the volt - ampere
curve, all temperature' s remained unchanged
since the duty cyc-le of the pulse train was 0. 75
percent.
An envelope of curves showing the. upper limit
of the converter performance at TB = 1900*K and
TC = 840 * X is also shown in Fig. 12. A volt-
ampere curve that is tangent to this envelops •
 at a
certain output voltage has a unique cesium reser-
voir temperature which coincides with the optimum
reservoir temp- y rature for a given TR and 1 C.
For example, at V 0.6 V, a volt- ampe re curve
with T = 590 0 1K in tangent to an envelope for
TB = 1900 * K. T f; = 840 * K. According to the
static volt - ampere curve shown in Fig. 7 for
T B
 = 1900*K and TC
 - 806*K , the optimum TR
was also 590*K as was expected. This fact clearly
shows that an envelope of dynamic volt-ampere
curves, which are obtained under isothermal con-
ditions by using the pulsed -mode apparatus, can
replace static volt - ampere curves, which require
a considerable length of time for optimization and
stabilization; in fact, the three envelopes for
T1;	 2000, 1900, and 1800 *K, shown in Fig. 14.
are practically identical to the static vnit-ampere
curves shown in Fig. 7 for the same en-sitter
temperatures. The results demonstrate the
expediency, accuracy and flexibility of the pulsed
dynamic data acquisition.
After applying the temperature corrections
shown in Eq. (9), the curves shown in Fig. 14
were redrawn ( Fig. 15) to correlate the output
performa a with the surface temperature TF.
The results show that the power density was as
large as 9. 3 W /cm at 15.5 A/cm 4 anti 0.6 V
5
+i
4',
6
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r
whvit tho- t-mittvr gurfw-r to ► ► lie r t titir^ '1' v^a^
.1000 'K. The pi-rfiero ►►ane e was Tightly ►^ett «^^^
th.tt ► 4-4pe, teel .► tie the retise ► lt of: ( 1) a liahtly
tar$;s • r hare s e- m itter work !uti ►e-tioss i*f y	 l. ,t eV).
. lld (-!) is solla11 a e-titiafed a (Alecte ► r aukk ft ► ne tis ► n
( 46(;	 1.5 eV). The nuc lear fue l in the= emitter
should not have influent ed the performance during
these measure m ents. Any variation in the per-
fnrn ►ance during rubsen.eent life tekttis t an be
accurately
 
4 o rrelateet with the initial results.
t
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V. UN-F'UE.LED TUNGSTEN CONVERTER
Another converter, identical in construction
tt, the rhenium converter except for having a
tungsten emitter and just one hale with a UN -fuel
pellet (Fig. 2), was also paratttetrical' •y tested.
Three families of volt-ampere curves, shown in
Vigs. 16, 17, and 18, were acquired at T B -
2000, 1900, and 18(10 • K ty the pulsed dynamic
method. The envelopes of these curves were con-
structed and plotted as shown in Fig. 19. Com-
parisons made between the two converters, shown
in 1-1g. 20, indicated that the output current of the
tungsten converter was less than one half of that
of the rhenium converter operating at the sane
emitter temperature and voltage. The emitter
work function shown in Fig. 21 indicated that the
bare work function of the tungsten emitter is
4. 6 eV, which is in agreen ► ent with that of a poly-
crystalline tungsten: the collector work function
was 1. 55 eV at TCt /Tit z 1. 5, as was expectedfrom similar tiwasurements on the rhenium con-
verter. In view of those findings, the inferior
perfor ►trance of the tungsten converter was
attributed partially to the low bare work function(4. 6 eV) of its emitter, unlike that in the rhenium
r	 converter.
The entitter surface temperature *I' l ,` of (him
converter can be calculated front,
T I., - T 11 - 0.1630.,	 (10)
According to this equation, the correction in
temperature, 0. 163 Q, wat: approximately 10*K
at T B - 2000 1 x, output voltage	 0.6 V and out-
put current - b. 1 A/rnt 2 . The correction, which
was much smaller than that for the rhenium con-
verter, resulted froth: (1) larger thermal con-
ductivity of tungsten, and (2) smaller clec•tron
cooling flux because of the smaller output currant
of the tungsten converter. Thus, the output Mower
density of this converter which was 3. 7 t1c111 2 at
T 13 = 2000°K is equivalent to 3.7 W/coi at
T = 1990°K. The power density also can be
extrapolated to 3.8 W/cm2 at TK = 2000°K.
Therefore, the performance of this convc rter
which was expressed in terttis of the blackbody
temperatureT can be considered identical, within
an experinionlal error, to that with the surface
temperature TV
t
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
r
A comprehensive investigation is underway to
evaluate the effect of uranium nitride as a nuclear
fuel on thermionic converter performance. The
first phase of this investigation, to build and char-
acterize two UN-fueled converters for initial per-
formances, is completed. Of the two converters
studied, the rhenium-emitter converter produced
an output power density of 9. 3 W/cm 2 at 0.6 V with
TE = 2000 . 1{ which was equivalent to g .8 W/cm2
with TB = 2000 9 K. The tungsten- 2mitter conver-
ter produced a power of 3.8 W/cm with TE
2000 1 K or 3. 7 W/cm 2 with T B = 2000 • K which
was less than one half of the rhenium-emitter con-
verter. The difference in performance is partially
accounted for by the difference in the emitter work
functions which are 4. 9 cV for rhenium and 4. 6 eV
for the tungsten. The collector work function is
approximately 1. 5 eV for both converters.
The data acquisition system, utilising a small
duty-cycle, pulsed power supply in conjunction
with a sampled-data system, proved to be versa-
tile, accurate and fast in acquiring static as well
as dynamic volt-ampere characteristics. Accu-
rate in-situ measurements of electrode work func-
tions provides an additional parameter that is use-
ful in predicting converter performance and
evaluating its change.
In the second phase of the program, these two
converters will be life-tested. The long range
effects of UN-fuel on the converter performance
will be examined by comparing converter power
output and work functions during life tests with the
initial power output and work functions determined
in this first phase.
s
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